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CIC Goals & Objectives

- Keep clinical immunology as one of the main fields of activity of IUIS in spite of the cross-sectional range across different medical disciplines

- Provide clinical immunology training courses in conjunction with educational activities particularly for the continent of Africa where clinical immunology aspects and interests are predominant

- Help and support for specialized clinical immunology workshops such as vaccination in Brazil
- **Clinical Immunology Training Course** at the International Congress of Immunology in Melbourne Aug 21-26, 2016

- **IUIS-FAIS-IMMUNO-GAMBIA**, West Africa Regional School on Immunology of Infectious Diseases, MRC UNIT Banjul, the Gambia, Nov 19-26, 2016

- **IUIS-FAIS-IDA IMMUNO SOUTH AFRICA 2**, Gordon’s Bay, Sept 1-6, 2017

- **9th EFIS SOUTH EASTERN EUROPEAN IMMUNOLOGY SCHOOL (SEEIS 2017)**, Lviv, Ukraine, Sept 8-11, 2017

- **IUIS-ALAI-IMMUNO-BRAZIL VACCINE COURSE**, Sao Paulo, Dec 8-11, 2017
CIC 2016/2017 Financials

20,000 US$ income for IUIS

- Clinical Immunology Training Course at the International Congress of Immunology in Melbourne Aug 21-26, 2016

- IUIS-FAIS-IMMUNO-GAMBIA, West Africa Regional School on Immunology of Infectious Diseases, MRC UNIT Banjul, the Gambia, Nov 19-26, 2016
  5,000 US$ (planned)

- IUIS-FAIS-IDA IMMUNO SOUTH AFRICA 2, Gordon’s Bay, Sept 1-6, 2017
  15,000 US$

- 9th EFIS SOUTH EASTERN EUROPEAN IMMUNOLOGY SCHOOL (SEEIS 2017), Lviv, Ukraine, Sept 8-11, 2017
  5,000 US$

- IUIS-ALAI-IMMUNO-BRAZIL VACCINE COURSE, Sao Paulo, Dec 8-11, 2017
  5,000 US$
- Change in composition (potential leadership) with the CIC committee
- Better support by regional societies
- Further planning of the clinical immunology training courses (in part jointly with EDU)
  Nairobi, Kenia, September 2018
  ECI, Amsterdam 2018 and others
  ICI, Beijing 2019